Analysis and modelling of variability and covariability of population spike trains across multiple time scales.
As multi-electrode and imaging technology begin to provide us with simultaneous recordings of large neuronal populations, new methods for modelling such data must also be developed. We present a model of responses to repeated trials of a sensory stimulus based on thresholded Gaussian processes that allows for analysis and modelling of variability and covariability of population spike trains across multiple time scales. The model framework can be used to specify the values of many different variability measures including spike timing precision across trials, coefficient of variation of the interspike interval distribution, and Fano factor of spike counts for individual neurons, as well as signal and noise correlations and correlations of spike counts across multiple neurons. Using both simulated data and data from different stages of the mammalian auditory pathway, we demonstrate the range of possible independent manipulations of different variability measures, and explore how this range depends on the sensory stimulus. The model provides a powerful framework for the study of experimental and surrogate data and for analyzing dependencies between different statistical properties of neuronal populations.